New Syr-line Digital Timer Relays
Crouzet expands its extensive machine control product line with the new compact, powerful, and highly
visible Syrline family of digital timers. Available in 8-pin and 11-pin configurations, with plug-in, DIN rail,
screw terminal, or solder plug mounting styles, the 1/16 DIN (48mm x 48mm) front face has the biggest
viewing screen in its class with highly visible ½” (13.2mm) digits.
Available in a standard version with LCD screen (Essential version) and a higher performance version
with an OLED screen (Performance version), the family consists of six (6) part numbers that provide lowvoltage input from 24V AC/DC up to line input voltage of 240V AC. Essential and Performance versions
are competitively priced and offer the possibility of up to 62 programming functions in a single timer.
The Performance version is designed to be viewed from a distance from a wide-range of viewing angles,
whether indoor or outdoor, and is ideal for use in industrial process control systems to control the
timing of motors, pumps, compressors, conveyors and handling equipment, packaging, alarms, and
dispensing machines. OEMs that incorporate the digital timer in industrial, commercial, food and
beverage, or industrial equipment not only benefit from its compact 63mm length and dual-output
option, OEMs also add value to their end users’ experience by incorporating a precision timer that is
easy to program (with or without gloves) that can withstand a range of conditions due to the timer’s
IP66 rating.
Programming functions required for most applications are standard, along with advanced programming
features not offered in similar product. The new Syrline digital timer series has the ability to retain a
program in memory, lock a program with password protection, provide maximum pre-set time limits,
and control single or dual loads up to 2 X 10A.
To learn more, click on this link for a product overview or here for a product datasheet. Need availability
now? Many of Crouzet’s authorized distributors offer same-day shipment from stock; visit Crouzet.com
and enter the part number you need and click “Distributor Stock” to locate available inventory.
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